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Stevenson’s life 

Robert Louis Balfour Stevenson was born in Edinburgh in 
1850.

He gained a Law degree but never practised. 
He had health problems, so he left Scotland and never went

back. 
At the age of 30 he married Fanny Osbourne, who was

American and divorced and had 2 children and they lived in 
California with little money. 

In 1883 he published his first novel, Treasure Island, written
for young people but also popular with adults. 3 years later, 
he published The Strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 

From 1888 he started a series of journeys around the Pacific
Islands with his family to benefit from the good climate and 
settled in Samoa, where he died of stroke in 1894. 



Themes

• The two most important Stevenson’s novels are 
The strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and 
Treasure Island. 

• The two novels are very different but they have
the same theme: the IMPOSSIBILITY of
identifying and SEPARATING GOOD and EVIL:

John Silver in Treasure Island is at the same time a 
COURAGEOUS FRIEND and a CUT-THROAT. 

Dr Jekyll is a mix of good and evil and Hyde
dominates because of his moral weakness. 



The strange case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

Narrators

The history is narrated from different points of
view: mainly from Utterson’s viewpoint (who is
Dr. Jekyll’s friend); in the last 2 chapters from
Lanyon’s and Jekyll’s. 

Plot 

• Dr. Jekyll is a scientist who invents a potion that
can separate the good and evil parts of human
mind. He drinks the potion and becomes another
man: Mr. Hyde.  →



The plot 

• Mr Hyde is small and primitive and represents
evil. He gradually develops his own life and 
becomes more dominant than Jekyll. He commits
evil deeds, even murder. 

• When the effects of the potion wear off 
(disappear) Mr Hyde becomes again the 
respectable Jekyll. 

• Horrified by his materialised dark side, Jekyll
decides to end this experiment by killing Mr. Hyde
but by doing so, he kills himself. 



Good and evil

• The respectable and generous London doctor Henry 
Jekyll represents good, while Mr Hyde represents the 
evil that is hidden behind the surface of every man (in 
fact the surname Hyde reminds the verb ‘to hide’, 
nascondere). 

• So the 2 characters are a symbol of the relationship of
man with good and evil and of the constant conflict
between the two. 

• This also represents the spirit of the time, Victorian
Age. In this period there was the Victorian compromise 
and a dual morality: the upper class hid their desires
and primitive instincts under an appearance of
respectability. 


